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ABSTRACT: American streets have become increasingly dangerous. 2020 saw the highest year-over-year increase in roadway death rates, and the last year for which we have data on non-drivers, 2018, was the deadliest year for pedestrians and cyclists in three decades. Though this resurgence of road violence has many complex causes, what makes American roads uniquely deadly are laws that lock in two interrelated design problems: unfriendly streets and unsafe vehicles.

Design standards articulate how streets and vehicles look and function. As they have been enshrined in law, they favor drivers and their passengers over any other street users. Over time, they have become more centralized, and they are heavily influenced by industry groups that structurally favor, or at least overrepresent, car-manufacturing interests. Thus, street and vehicle design standards are classic cases of industry capture and consequently fail to represent non-industry parties.

But industry capture is just a symptom of an underlying problem: the assumption that uniform national standards are preferable to state-government involvement in vehicle design and state or local government involvement in street design. In and of itself, centralization is not necessarily problematic: There are compelling reasons to have national standards for certain design features, like the shape and color of stop signs or the general dimensions of vehicles. But other design characteristics, including width of street lanes and strong vehicle emissions system rules, may be better or more easily made by subnational governments. A potential benefit of subnational regulatory authority is that innovation may influence upward, improving
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national standards. Despite the possibilities, there are legal barriers to subnational participation. In addition to structural participatory barriers, courts over-broadly apply preemption and sovereign immunity doctrines.

To understand these barriers, one must look beyond the capture story and explore relevant contours of federalism. Federalism is supposed to advance three values: representation, innovation, and liberty. These advantages are not visible in the laws or institutional framework establishing American street and vehicle design standards because federalism is not allowed to do its work. In exploring these interrelated issues, this Essay first covers the well-trod scholarly debates about federalism, then focuses on the three values federalism should advance. It delves deeply into the current dysfunction of street and vehicle design standards, and argues that these standards are emblematic of failed federalism. Finally, this Essay offers a theory for these failures: that legal culture has calcified regulation, including overcentralized and anti-democratic decision-making that stifles innovation that could save lives.

The Essay concludes that legal culture must change to recalibrate the balance of regulatory authority in street and design standards. It is not enough to simply find new ways to reduce industry capture of national standards, though this should be done. We must also empower state and local governments to innovate toward better substantive outcomes. Ultimately, this Essay adds to federalism discourse by evaluating how it works in two important, interrelated regulatory spheres and promoting inclusive, innovative decision-making that protects vulnerable people and improves the public realm for all.
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American streets have become increasingly dangerous. 2020 saw the highest year-over-year increase in roadway death rates, and the last year for which we have data on non-drivers, 2018, was the deadliest year for pedestrians and cyclists in three decades. This resurgence of road violence has many complex causes. We might blame ever-rising speed limits, unevenly enforced traffic laws, low gas prices, and increased driver distraction. We might shrug our shoulders and call road violence a natural consequence of our collective desire for speed and convenience. But these explanations overlook something important: Other, similarly-developed countries are experiencing the same economic and behavioral trends. In other countries, people love cars, too. And yet comparable fatality rates for non-drivers over the last 30 years, even in car-crazy Germany, are a small fraction of American fatalities.

What explains the gap? Are Europeans simply more careful walkers, better-equipped bikers, or safer drivers? Certainly not. What is different are the rules of the road. Simply put, American laws lock in two interrelated design problems: unfriendly streets and unsafe vehicles.

Bad street design


3. Note that the lack of a critical mass of walkers and bikers contributes to poor safety conditions, perpetuating a vicious cycle. See P.L. Jacobsen, *Safety in Numbers: More Walkers and Bicyclists, Safer Walking and Bicycling*, 9 Inj. Prevention 205, 208 (2005) (concluding that accidents involving cyclists or pedestrians are less likely when more people are walking and cycling).

4. Throughout this Essay, I use the term “non-driver” to mean people who are not in vehicles. “Driver” encompasses both the person driving and the passenger being driven.


6. This Essay identifies places where conflicts between cars and non-drivers are likely, so it focuses on “streets,” defined as roads with buildings on both sides.
would not be so deadly if vehicle design standards were better, and vice versa. Yet both sets of standards have evolved, in tandem, to favor drivers and their passengers over any other street users.\footnote{For the last century, the automobile industry has lobbied relentlessly for this outcome. See generally, e.g., Peter D. Norton, Fighting Traffic: The Dawn of the Motor Age in the American City (explaining how the automobile industry legitimized its universal claim to the streets).}

Street design, centralized through national, nongovernmental standards developed in closed-to-the-public processes, tends to prioritize vehicle movement. These standards dictate generously wide lanes that facilitate fast driving. They allow inadequate widths or locations for sidewalks and bike lanes, where such amenities exist at all, making walking and biking unsafe. And they call for signals that smooth and speed car travel, threatening people in small cars and non-drivers. Judicial decisions on preemption and sovereign immunity have deterred sub-national innovation to these car-centric standards.

Vehicle design guidelines, also mostly centralized, also fail to protect non-drivers. As larger cars flood the market, regulators fail to reign in weight and height, despite studies showing heavier cars protect occupants but hurt non-occupants during a crash,\footnote{Wen Hu & Jessica B. Cicchino, An Examination of the Increases in Pedestrian Motor-Vehicle Crash Fatalities During 2009-2016, 67 J. SAFETY RSCH. 37, 41–43 (2018); Michael L. Anderson & Maximilian Auffhammer, Pounds that Kill: The External Costs of Vehicle Weight, 81 REV. ECON. STUD. 535, 536 (2014); Michelle J. White, The "Arms Race" on American Roads: The Effect of Sport Utility Vehicles and Pickup Trucks on Traffic Safety, 47 J.L. & ECON. 333–34 (2004).} and that taller cars make it more likely a non-driver will end up under the car, dead, instead of on the dashboard, injured.\footnote{See Jingwen Hu & Kathleen D. Klinich, Univ. of Mich. Transp. Rsch. Inst., Toward Designing Pedestrian-Friendly Vehicles 15 (2012), https://deepblue.lib.umich.edu/bitstream/handle/2027.42/102873/pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y [https://perma.cc/KW4Z-2DqD]; Laurie F. Beck, Ann M. Dellinger & Mary E. O’Neill, Motor Vehicle Crash Injury Rates by Mode of Travel, United States: Using Exposure-Based Methods to Quantify Differences, 166 AM. J. EPIDEMIOLOGY 212, 215 (2007) (explaining that pedestrians are 1.3 times more likely than passenger vehicle occupants to be killed).} Similarly, regulators have not yet dealt with equipment such as “bull bars” attached to the vehicle’s front, which strike non-drivers in the more deadly chest area, rather than the legs. Beyond the direct impact of crashes are the indirect impacts of greenhouse gas emissions. Transportation generates the largest share of greenhouse gases—28.2 percent—of any sector tracked by the EPA.\footnote{Sources of Greenhouse Gas Emissions, U.S. ENV’T PROT. AGENCY, https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/sources-greenhouse-gas-emissions [https://perma.cc/S4PK-L44A] (last updated Dec. 4, 2020) (showing that the production of electricity produces 26.9 percent of greenhouse gas emissions, industry 22 percent, commercial and residential buildings 12.3 percent, agriculture 9.9 percent, and land use and forestry 11.6 percent).} Because of weak emissions standards, drivers spew toxic fumes into the air, sickening and killing other people and themselves. The devastation is inequitably wrought. The same groups most vulnerable to death by vehicular...
impact—the elderly, people of color, the poor, and people living in urban areas—suffer most from the effects of vehicular pollution.

Street and vehicle design standards have become more centralized, and they are heavily influenced by industry groups that structurally favor, or at least overrepresent, car-manufacturing interests. In that sense, these standards are a classic case of industry capture and fail to adequately represent non-industry parties.

Assuming, as I do, that law and legal culture play a definitive role in ensuring inequitable but avoidable outcomes, one potential remedy might be to direct reforms exclusively toward loosening the grip of industry on national standards-making processes. While this should surely happen, industry capture is just a symptom of an underlying problem: that laws and legal culture assume that uniform, national standards are preferable to state-government involvement in vehicle design and state or local government involvement in street design. In and of itself, centralization is not entirely problematic. For certain design features, like the shape and color of stop signs or the general dimensions of vehicles, national standards make sense. But other design characteristics, such as width of street lanes and strong vehicle emissions system rules, may be better or more easily made by subnational governments. A potential benefit of subnational regulatory authority is that innovation may influence upward, improving national standards.

Full devolution, however, is not the complete solution—not only because national standards work best in some cases, but also because devolution may not yield a radically different political economy than the one that exists today. Governments have many different reasons to adopt off-the-shelf design standards, rather than create their own: inertia inherent in any governmental bureaucracy; high start-up costs that make it expensive and time-consuming to create independent standards; network externalities that tilt decision-makers toward facilitating compatibility; maybe even lack of imagination.

Between full centralization and full decentralization is overlapping, complementary, or competing authority among multiple levels of government—something made possible by the very structure of our public architecture.


12. Maria Cecilia Pinto de Moura & David Reichmuth, Inequitable Exposure to Air Pollution from Vehicles in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic, UNION CONCERNED SCIENTISTS, June 2019, at 1, 1–2; DISPARITIES IN THE IMPACT OF AIR POLLUTION, AM. LUNG ASS’N (Apr. 20, 2020), https://www.lung.org/clean-air/outdoors/who-is-at-risk/disparities (citing numerous studies and explaining that racism, class bias, and housing market dynamics make these communities more susceptible).
government. Scholarship about federalism’s virtues abounds. Theories suggest there is something to be gained by the tension between multi-party governmental actors. Federalism should bring government closer to the people, expanding opportunities for representation. It should foster innovation, with races to the top among state and local policymakers. And it should protect individual liberty, including freedom from harm. These advantages are absent from the laws or institutional framework establishing street and vehicle design standards, because federalism is not allowed to do its work. Instead, Congress, federal agencies, and the courts inhibit state and local governments participation in regulating aspects of street and vehicle design well-suited to their involvement.

In exploring these interrelated issues, this Essay first covers the well-trodden scholarly debates about federalism, then focuses on three values federalism could advance: representation, innovation, and liberty. Part II suggests evaluating the success of any given regulatory framework by assessing whether and to what extent the framework promotes these values. Part III delves deeply into the current dysfunction of street and vehicle design standards, detailing how they are adopted, modified, and interpreted. With that context, Part IV argues street and vehicle standards are emblematic of failed federalism. It offers a theory for these failures, namely that legal culture has calcified regulation, overcentralizing and anti-democratic decision-making that stifles innovation that could save lives. With this theory, I revive the legal culture definition of Jerry Mashaw and David Harfst: the “inertial force” that constrains people who manage and implement regulatory regimes. Their critique of federal passenger safety standards has only become more true, and more broadly applicable, since they wrote in 1990. Encompassing formal laws, judicial decisions, politics, psychology, and popular thinking, legal culture helps to explain how today’s street and vehicle standards defy reason and erode road safety.

Part V concludes that the balance of regulatory authority in street and design standards must be recalibrated. At a minimum, drafting authority cannot belong to unaccountable trade associations alone; non-drivers must have a larger role. However, reducing industry capture of national standards is not enough. State and local governments should be empowered to innovate toward better substantive outcomes. Laws should disfavor preemption and protect experimentation. Finally, the regulatory process should maximize the ability of all people to be free from harm.

This Essay adds to federalism discourse by evaluating how it works in two important, interrelated regulatory spheres. In addition, it seeks to promote

13. JERRY L. MASHAW & DAVID L. HARFST, THE STRUGGLE FOR AUTO SAFETY 9 (1990). In their view, “legal convention[s] exert[ ] continuous and surprisingly sharp pressures on regulatory structures and regulatory behavior[s],” hindering adaptation. Id.
inclusive, innovative decision-making that protects vulnerable people and
improves the public realm for all.

II. FEDERALISM IN THEORY

To understand what is missing from the federalism discourse, we must
understand what it includes. This Part first briefly considers how legal scholars
explain the relationship between local, state, and federal governments. Then
it identifies three values potentially advanced by federalism as a measure for
a regulatory framework’s success. In touching upon legal scholarship, political
representation theory, judicial decisions, and institutional design questions,
this Part prefaccs Part IV’s more expansive discussion of legal culture.

A. BRIEF OVERVIEW

American government has a federalist structure: simultaneous separation
of powers among and mutual dependence upon different levels of
government. The Constitution establishes this structure, delegating to
Congress, among other things, the power to regulate interstate commerce
and declare war. The Tenth Amendment reserves remaining powers to the
states, while the Supremacy Clause clarifies that in cases where Congress has
lawfully acted to preempt state law, states must recognize federal law as
supreme. State and local governments, meanwhile, have their own
relationships with each other, variously established by state constitutions, state
charters, and judicial decisions. Some situations, including “home rule”
jurisdictions, empower local governments; other situations see the state
dominating local governments. There are also distinct relationships between
local governments and the federal government.

Considering this framework, scholars disagree about the nature of the
relationships between federal, state, and local governments, and mostly
discuss the federal-state relationship. Most modern scholars reject as archaic
a strict concept of dual federalism in which the state and federal governments
have clear, mutually exclusive powers or serve as equal sovereigns. Today,
the prevailing view draws from sovereignty to hold that states have autonomy, which entitles them to choose at least some of their regulatory scope. To protect this autonomy, some scholars believe that states must challenge certain manifestations of federal power through the courts, others that states must decline to administer federal programs. Others believe American government exemplifies cooperative federalism, in which states’ primary role is to support and carry out federal programs or act within federally-granted authority. In their view, different levels of government have integrated functions, and there is a normative position against dissent or friction. Scholars like Jessica Bulman-Pozen and Heather Gerken, who write about “uncooperative” federalism, are somewhere in the middle. They recognize that while states generally cooperate, sometimes they can and should use powers granted by the Constitution or “the federal government to tweak, challenge, and even dissent from federal law.” Parallel conversations exist among scholars studying the relationships between state and local governments.

B. EVALUATING FEDERALISM

Even across these views, scholars who see value in federalism essentially agree on its promise: to balance state and local interests with federal government power, and to ensure the federal government remains accountable to the needs of the various states, municipalities, and individuals residing therein. To evaluate whether a particular regulatory framework has achieved


20. See, e.g., Hills, supra note 19, at 816–17 (offering a functional theory of cooperative federalism to define the limits of federal power, including states’ ability to reject federal confiscation or conscription); Deborah Jones Merritt, Three Faces of Federalism: Finding a Formula for the Future, 47 VAND. L. REV. 1563, 1570–71 (1994).


this promise, I propose focusing on three specific values federalism may advance: representation, innovation, and liberty. All three are consistent with each strand of federalism theory described above, though some are more clearly aligned with particular perspectives. Scholars have also identified other advantages of federalism, most of which can be considered a part of, or related to, the three I feature. A few words about each value will preview how Part IV will evaluate street and vehicle design standards.

1. Representation

In enabling state and local decision-making, federalism in theory enables decision-makers to be more responsive to and accessible by their constituents than, say, members of Congress. While political representation theory, with all of its nuance, is too hefty to tackle here, let us loosely reference Hanna Pitkin’s influential approach, which argues that political representation


26. For example, innovation aligns with arguments for uncooperative federalism, which seeks to fortify state challenges to federal law in part on the basis of states’ regulatory creativity; liberty aligns well with arguments for dual federalism, which centralizes state sovereignty derived from the will of people.

27. See, e.g., DAVID L. SHAPIRO, FEDERALISM: A DIALOGUE 76–106 (1995) (chronicling the virtues of federalism); Friedman, supra note 19, at 389–405 (listing public participation; accountability; experimentation by states; citizens’ health, safety, and welfare; cultural and local diversity; and liberty); Vincent Ostrom, Can Federalism Make a Difference?, 5 PUBLIUS 197, 229–30 (1973) (listing ten advantages of federalism, among them citizen voice, accessibility, administrative efficiency, and greater enforcement of constitutional law).


29. See, e.g., Lary D. Kramer, Putting the Politics Back into the Political Safeguards of Federalism, 100 COLUM. L. REV. 215, 222 (2000) (showing how Congress is ill-equipped to represent diverse individual or state-government preferences).
requires substantive action wherein the views of the represented are understood, respected, and acted upon by the representatives.\textsuperscript{30}

True representation thus requires a regulatory scheme that provides a formal mechanism for, and substantively incorporate, citizen voices and perspectives. This mechanism can come in many forms, including comment, hearings, intervenor status, or even lobbying. Whatever the channel of communication, the views of a diverse array of stakeholders must be heard, without threat of capture by a limited number of interest groups.\textsuperscript{31} Decisionmakers must have the power or tools needed to react to stakeholders’ views. And there must be some accountability by decision-makers, even if they are unelected. Thus, representation, as we evaluate it, must mean more than simply listening.

2. Innovation

Again, in theory, federalism can result in innovation as all levels of government experiment with different approaches, teaching and learning from each other.\textsuperscript{32} Justice Brandeis’s oft-cited notion that a state may be a “laboratory” of democracy is particularly relevant to the view that intergovernmental exchange produces better substantive outcomes (say, a cleaner environment).\textsuperscript{33} Discussions about “dynamic” (or “iterative” or “adaptive”) federalism, as this back-and-forth has been called, have been particularly active among environmental law scholars.\textsuperscript{34}

To achieve innovation, however, institutions must be designed to enable it. In particular, Congress must be clear about whether it intends to preempt a particular field of regulation and, in the instances where it gives states express authority to innovate, must ensure that agencies and courts cannot thwart innovation. Simultaneously, state legislative and judicial branches must ensure that governments are protected from unreasonable constraints on innovation, such as those stemming from preemption and sovereign immunity decisions. Beyond institutional design, innovation is a product of

\textsuperscript{30} Hanna Fenichel Pitkin, The Concept of Representation 209–40 (1967). She maintains that “we need to retain the ideal of the substance of representation in addition to our institutionalization of it.” Id. at 239.

\textsuperscript{31} See Hari M. Osofsky & Hannah J. Wiseman, Dynamic Energy Federalism, 72 Md. L. Rev. 773, 778 (2013) (suggesting high levels of involvement by stakeholders, without threat of capture by utilities or private companies).

\textsuperscript{32} In arguing against citing innovation as a potential advantage of federalism, Akhil Amar has warned against confusing federalism with decentralization. Amar, supra note 25, at 498.

\textsuperscript{33} See New State Ice Co. v. Liebmann, 285 U.S. 262, 311 (1932) (Brandeis, J., dissenting) (“It is one of the happy incidents of the federal system that a single courageous State may, if its citizens choose, serve as a laboratory . . . .”).

\textsuperscript{34} See Erin Ryan, Response to Heather Gerken’s Federalism and Nationalism: Time for a Déjàvù?, 59 St. Louis U. L.J. 1147, 1150 n.8 (2015) (listing numerous works by environmental scholars dealing with dynamic federalism issues).
many aspects of legal culture, not just the laws as written and interpreted, but also the people implementing it and the general public supporting it.

3. Liberty

Evaluating whether a particular regulatory scheme advances individual liberty may be tricky. One could argue that federalism’s very structure protects liberty by institutionalizing intergovernmental tension that may on the whole lead to less regulation, and thus fewer infringements on individual action. If that is true, then perhaps the Framers’ intent is fulfilled, even if it produces sub-optimal results. But the amount of regulation cannot end the analysis. Less regulation does not necessarily mean more freedom. In fact, the right regulation, done at the right level, might protect liberty better than no regulation at all.

Accordingly, when evaluating whether a given regulatory scheme promotes liberty, substantive outcomes are what matters. One measure is whether federalism protects individuals from abusive governments, oppression, and known or knowable harms. As Akhil Amar has pointed out, in many spheres, regulatory schemes have infringed upon individual rights to things like desegregated schools, freedom from police brutality, and other unconstitutional conduct. The role of federalism is then to give each government, state and federal, the power and incentive to check any such improper conduct by the other. In many cases, minority groups bear much of the harm resulting from government conduct or inaction. When federalism allows discriminatory outcomes, it fails to live up to its promise.

A second measure, equally important, is whether federalism as manifest in the regulatory scheme in question constrains or liberates choice. In theory, when subnational governments regulate differently from each other, they offer people choices, including the right to exit a jurisdiction that no longer suits their preferences. People may “vote with their feet,” which creates public-good efficiencies often lauded by political economists. The freedom to exit is potentially ensured by federalism. If it is not present, there may be something wrong.


36. See Akhil Reed Amar, Of Sovereignty and Federalism, 96 YALE L.J. 1425, 1428 (1987) (arguing that competition “can protect popular sovereignty and spur a race to the high ground of constitutional remedies”).

37. Id. at 1427, 1492–93 (describing federalism as “a dual-agency governance structure in which each set of government agents would have incentives to monitor and enforce the other’s compliance with the corporate charter established by the People of America”).

38. Baker & Young, supra note 35, at 139.
III. THE DESIGN STANDARDS

A foundational understanding of how street and vehicle design evolved is necessary to critique design standards. As this Part shows, their evolution is consistent with Mashaw and Harfst’s “inertial” characterization 30 years ago; the standards have mostly endured. But there is a caveat, because another force is at work: a centripetal force toward centralization, affecting regulatory schemes in the United States and elsewhere.\textsuperscript{39}

Indeed, where street and vehicle design standards have modestly evolved, this centripetal force draws them closer toward homogeneity. In the case of streets, uniform standards first emerged over a century ago from an industry group established to lobby for more highway funding. Street design standards promulgated by this national group and others have been adopted at the federal, state, and local levels, creating an astonishing amount of uniformity. In the case of vehicles, uniform federal regulation is well-established, and may even be appropriate for a product that regularly travels state lines. But new issues include federal agency resistance to complementary state regulation and an increasingly technocratic approach that undermines the safety consumers demanded when vehicle standards were created in the first place.

A. STREET STANDARDS

The federal government, state governments, and nearly every general-purpose local government in the United States all own or are responsible for roads. There are 4,165,348 linear miles of roads in the United States: 163,935 linear miles of federal roads and 781,613 of state roads, with the remaining 77 percent of roads belonging to county, municipal, and other non-state, non-federal jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{40} Of these, this Essay’s focus is streets, where tensions between a range of users, including drivers, walkers, and bikers, are likely to exist.\textsuperscript{41}

Street design is dictated by three primary sets of standards: geometric, fire code, and speed and traffic standards. Geometric standards govern the spatial relationship between curbs, driving surfaces, and walking surfaces. Fire codes govern building construction, but they can also be used to guide the design of roads, particularly in new subdivisions. And speed and traffic standards govern the operation of vehicles and establish uniform signals to

\textsuperscript{39} Friedman, supra note 19, at 365–75.


\textsuperscript{41} Excluded from this Essay’s discussion are unpaved rural roads, which account for 31.3 percent of roads (more than federal and state roads combined). Highway Statistics 2017, supra note 40 (showing 1,304,607 miles of unpaved rural roads). Also outside this Essay’s scope is the design of interstates, freeways, and expressways, because these are primarily used by drivers, not by pedestrians and bicyclists who are most impacted by bad road design. See RETTING, supra note 2, at 16 fig.7 (noting 16 percent of pedestrian fatalities occurred on freeways).
guide drivers. Each of these standards is written or influenced by a national, nongovernmental membership association, with little public input.

When it comes to geometric standards, almost every jurisdiction with authority over street design—including the federal government and every state department of transportation—have adopted the “Green Book”: the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials’ (“AASHTO”) *A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets*. AASHTO was founded in 1914, primarily to lobby for more highway funding. Thus, it comes as no surprise that the Green Book’s chief focus is to move cars quickly and efficiently. The key indicator of a successful street is its vehicular “level of service”—that is, the rate at which cars travel without being forced to queue at lights or to slow their speeds. With this goal in mind, the Green Book offers guidance on lane width, road width, stopping sight distance, driveway design, medians, and intersections, among other things.

In general, the applicable standards vary depending on a street’s “functional classification.” Functional classifications range from fastest and highest-volume to slowest and lowest-volume as follows: interstates, other freeways and expressways, principal arterials, minor arterials, major and minor collectors, and local roads. As use or configuration of a road changes, its functional classification, and thus the geometric standards governing it, may change.

Fire codes, another important type of law shaping street design, are as uniformly adopted as the geometric standards. Forty-two states have adopted the fire code written by International Code Council (“ICC”), and called the International Fire Code. Like AASHTO, the ICC is a membership body of experts, including state, county, and municipal code enforcement and fire officials, engineers, architects, and others in the construction industry. The International Fire Code, like AASHTO standards, is usually incorporated

---


wholesale in a state or local jurisdiction by reference into law. It generally requires roads likely to be traveled by fire trucks to have 20 feet of unobstructed path, excluding parking.\textsuperscript{47} While there is some discretion for code officials to evaluate and approve alternative approaches to these requirements, alternatives are not very common. The International Fire Code does not create standards that indicate how to build narrow residential streets.\textsuperscript{48} The result is roads wider than necessary for ordinary vehicular travel, resulting in higher travel speeds, more pavement (and thus more stormwater runoff), and lengthier times for pedestrian crossings.

Speed and traffic standards in many jurisdictions incorporate the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices ("MUTCD"), which specifies speed limits, traffic signalization, road surface markings, and traffic signage standards.\textsuperscript{49} The MUTCD is published by the Federal Highway Administration but heavily influenced by an independent organization, the National Committee on Uniform Traffic Control Devices ("NCUTCD"). NCUTCD not only advises the Administration on MUTCD revisions, but also interprets the MUTCD for state and local governments. Of particular interest is the way that the MUTCD allows for speed limits to be established. The MUTCD allows for a jurisdiction to increase the speed limit to "the eighty-fifth percentile speed of free-flowing traffic."\textsuperscript{50} In other words, driver speeding can and does justify raising the speed limit, even if it is not the safest level. The Federal Highway Administration has admitted that this method may be outdated and that it may have the consequence of increasing speed limits over time but has not changed the standard.\textsuperscript{51} High speed limits raise the risk of car crashes, affecting both safety and the cost of driving. And the problem is worse for pedestrians, whose lives are at risk due to high speed limits without any potential benefit.

\textsuperscript{47} 2015 INT’L FIRE CODE § 503.2.1 (INT’L CODE COUNCIL, FOURTH PRINTING, JAN. 2016).
\textsuperscript{51} \textit{Id.} at 516.
Though this Section has not delved into all laws affecting street design or what’s missing from current street design rules, this general overview points to several clear takeaways. First, most aspects of street design are established by or heavily influenced by nongovernmental bodies that are not directly accountable to the public. Second, design standards prioritize driver convenience over non-driver safety. And finally, standards are written by national bodies, and the vast majority of state and local governments adopt them wholesale. What we have not yet answered is why, if state and local governments may adopt another standard, they do not.

B. VEHICLE STANDARDS

Vehicle standards first emerged at the federal level after the creation of the interstate highway system resulted in rising driving-related deaths. Consumers, led by Ralph Nader, demanded regulation that would make vehicles safer for passengers. They succeeded, but only initially. As politics shifted and industry became better organized, legal culture changed, and federal rules weakened. The federal government still provides baseline rules for most of the design of vehicles, including their body and their emissions systems. State governments regulate post-purchase accessories and have produced more robust and more protective emissions systems standards. Regulations at both levels have evolved as decisionmakers selectively address vehicle performance, consumer cost, and environmental impact. In many respects, this looks like cooperative federalism. But there is more to federalism than formal structure. Currently, the federal government and nearly two dozen state governments are litigating whether states may require stricter emissions systems than the federal government mandates. This fight embodies uncooperative federalism. What’s more, it aims to write states out of the regulatory framework entirely, which is unfortunate given how states improve federal standards.


54. Mashaw & Hardest, supra note 13, at 11–12 (noting an evolution to focus almost exclusively on recalls).

55. Bulman-Pozen & Gerken, supra note 22, at 1265.
1. Body Design

The federal government dominates regulation of vehicular body design. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration ("NHTSA") of the Department of Transportation has established several sets of standards. The Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards ("FMVSS") applies to most key parts of new vehicles, including brake systems, tires, seat belts, and child safety seats. In addition to the FMVSS, the NHTSA has separate regulations on bumper standards for passenger cars, excluding sport utility vehicles ("SUVs") and pickup trucks. These standards limit the damage done to front and back bumpers in low speed collisions, and decrease the associated costs. Unlike the FMVSS, which focus on passenger safety, the bumper regulations prioritize economic concerns.

Significant scholarly works question the effectiveness of these federal agencies, and points to industry capture of the rule-making process. This debate aside, the impact of these federal mandates is undeniable. Federal safety measures are estimated to have saved over 600,000 passenger lives between 1960 and 2012, reducing the risk of fatality by 56 percent.

NHTSA rules are refined periodically through its own testing and its national networks. NHTSA tests and rates vehicle safety performance during frontal, side, and rollover crashes as part of the Department of Transportation's statutory duty to develop information on crash safety and provide it to consumers. It also participates in the multidisciplinary Crash Injury Research and Engineering Network ("CIREN") to identify areas for improvement in the prevention and treatment of crash injuries.

57. See 49 C.F.R. §§ 581.1–.8.
60. See MASHAW & HARFST, supra note 14, at 10–14 (arguing that NHTSA shifted from a rule-making approach tackling auto safety directly to a recall-focused approach that does little to improve safety).
Virtually all of CIREN’s research focuses on vehicles and the impact of crashes on passengers. A pilot project is currently reviewing nine pedestrian injury cases and is expected to recommend improvements to the way industry and government categorizes pedestrian crashes, new documentation techniques, and data collection tools. The findings are expected to modestly update NHTSA’s last pedestrian-specific study, conducted from 1994 to 1998 and reviewing more than 500 pedestrian-involved crashes. That study analyzed pedestrian characteristics (height, age, activity at the time of the crash), driver characteristics (age, driving record, whether they attempted to avoid the crash), and vehicle characteristics. The tiny amount of pedestrian-related analysis confirms NHTSA and CIREN near-neglect of non-driver safety.

Research has already shown that taller cars cause more injuries. Yet the federal government addresses height only in two indirect ways. First, it regulates the height of headlights, which may have an incidental effect on the overall vehicle height. Second, it requires passenger cars—but importantly, not SUVs or trucks—to satisfy NHTSA bumper collision standards for impacts between 16 and 20 inches in height. Because the federal government does not regulate overall width and height, states are not preempted from doing so, and many do. States can also ban vehicles of a certain size from operating on particular roads, even if the vehicles are otherwise legal. In addition, states can and do prohibit post-purchase modifications of the suspension of the
vehicle. Several states regulate bumper height: Bumpers that are too high hurt pedestrians because of the car’s higher center of gravity, while bumpers that are too low endanger passenger safety in a collision with another vehicle. Connecticut, for example, prohibits people from adding more than four inches to the manufacturer height or lowering it so less than four inches exist between the vehicle and the road surface.71 Meanwhile, Maryland has specific height standards for bumpers, depending on the type of vehicle.72

After the car is sold, regulation of after-market parts or modifications is generally left to states and municipalities. Changes include those made after the car is purchased, such as additional window tinting, and modifications of suspension or exhaust.73 For example, Connecticut regulates noise levels for motor vehicle noise emissions,74 after-market tinted windows,75 suspensions,76 and headlights.77 One type of after-market part that could be, but is not, regulated by states is the grille guard, commonly known as the “bull bar”: a stiff cage mounted on the front of the car and intended to protect the vehicle. Bull bars have been banned in several countries because of the threats they pose to cars without bull bars and to pedestrians.78 But in the United States, they are a popular and legal aesthetic accessory. Even the police use them, allegedly to protect patrol vehicles and allow for better positioning of sirens and lights.79 One modest limitation on state regulation of bull bars exists: NHTSA indicated in 1998 that states may not permit the installation of grill guards that would interfere with FMVSS standards, such as those regarding the use of headlights.80

74. CONN. AGENCIES REGS. §§ 14-80-1a to -80a-10a (2021).
75. Id. §§ 14-99g-1 to -8.
76. Id. §§ 14-137-24 to -26.
77. Id. §§ 14-137-99 to -106.
As the NHTSA regulation on bull bars exemplifies, there is a persistent trend in regulators at all levels to prioritize passenger safety and consumer expense. Unfortunately, this priority comes at the expense of pedestrians and other nondrivers.

2. Emissions System Design

Regulators have weighed trade-offs between costs to consumers, public health, and the environment in the area of emissions. The federal government plays as dominant a role here as it does with body design. Yet there is a robust debate (and several ongoing lawsuits involving nearly half the states) about the role of states in emissions regulation.

The federal government has enacted various performance standards that aim to cap vehicle emissions. Chief among these are fuel economy standards established by the Environmental Protection Agency and NHTSA and applicable to new cars.81 Fuel economy standards specify how many miles a vehicle must travel per gallon; the higher the number of miles, the less gas is used, and the fewer emissions created. In 2020, the Trump administration adopted the Safer Affordable Fuel-Efficient (“SAFE”) standard, which significantly slowed adoption of more stringent fuel economy standards.82 Federal regulators claimed that less stringent standards would ensure lower prices for new cars, thus enticing more consumers to abandon less safe and less efficient cars. However, it seems likely that federal regulators overestimated the consumer benefits of SAFE.83

The federal government also regulates emissions of existing vehicles. Under the Clean Air Act, the Environmental Protection Agency sets standards

interpretations/brookvilrbm [https://perma.cc/BCX6-LGNX] (“States have the authority to regulate modifications that individual vehicle owners may make to their own vehicles.”).  


for the allowable levels of air pollutants, including greenhouse gases.\textsuperscript{84} States are responsible for implementing the federal program, but Congress has expressly allowed NHTSA to grant California a waiver to adopt and enforce more stringent emissions standards.\textsuperscript{85} Waivers must be granted unless: (1) the state “was arbitrary and capricious in its finding that its standards are, in the aggregate, at least as protective of public health and welfare as applicable federal standards;” (2) the state “does not need such standards to meet compelling and extraordinary conditions; or” (3) “such standards and accompanying enforcement procedures are not consistent with . . . the Clean Air Act.”\textsuperscript{86}

Pursuant to these rules, California obtained its first waiver in 1968.\textsuperscript{87} The waiver enabled the state to adopt an advanced clean car regulation, including a zero-emission vehicles program, and establish greenhouse gas emissions caps.\textsuperscript{88} More than 20 states incorporated California’s standards into their own laws. In 2019, however, the Trump Administration revoked California’s waiver with the intent to obliterate the regulatory scheme in every state using it, on two primary grounds.\textsuperscript{89} The Administration stated that the California standards are not required “to meet compelling and extraordinary conditions” specific to California.\textsuperscript{90} The NHTSA also claimed California’s greenhouse gas emissions mandate functioned as fuel economy regulation and thus was preempted by the SAFE vehicles rule.\textsuperscript{91} Several lawsuits by 23

\textsuperscript{84} 42 U.S.C. § 7521(a)(1); Clean Air Amendments of 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-604, §§ 6(a), 15(c)(2), 84 Stat. 1676, 1690, 1713; Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497, 528 (2007) (holding that greenhouse gas emissions are in the Clean Air Act’s regulatory scope).


\textsuperscript{87} California State Standards; Waiver of Application of Section 208, Clean Air Act, 33 Fed. Reg. 10,160, 10,160 (July 16, 1968).


states and other parties seeking to restore the waiver are pending in federal
court.92

States’ adoption of more stringent emissions requirements has significant
benefits. Because vehicles can freely travel across state lines and frequently
move around the country, car manufacturers have generally decided to
comply with California’s rules, even when selling cars in states not subject to
them. State laws have therefore influenced vehicle production in a positive
way—one of the supposed benefits of federalism.

* * *

This overview of both body and emissions system design standards
reinforces concerns about the street design standards. National vehicle
standards prioritizing the car industry and drivers and their pocketbooks take
precedence over the safety of non-drivers and the costs of inadequate vehicle
design to society as a whole. Inertia prevails even in the face of effective vehicle
design improvements in Europe and elsewhere.93 And, as in the case with
street design standards, vehicle design standards are almost exclusively
adopted at the national level—and efforts are underway to stop states from
innovating to adopt standards to improve air quality and public health.

IV. EVALUATING FEDERALISM IN THE DESIGN STANDARDS

Talking about federalism in the abstract often yields broad
overgeneralizations about its characteristics and its merits.94 Despite the
diverse ways federalism can be described, particular regulatory schemes must
be evaluated on their own terms. That is why this Essay takes up Heather
Gerken’s call to examine “which flavor of federalism best fits a given
context.”95 As Part III revealed, federalism is hanging on by a thread in the

92. See generally Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief, California v. Chao, No.
1:19-cv-02826 (D.D.C. Sept. 20, 2019) (providing some examples of pending cases and court
filings seeking to restore the waiver); Petition for Review, Union of Concerned Scientists v. Nat’l
information, see also California v. Chao, CLIMATE CASE CHART, http://climatecasechart.com/
case/california-v-chao [https://perma.cc/Y3FQ-H65W] (providing additional information on
the above-cited cases); Union of Concerned Scientists v. National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, CLIMATE CASE CHART, http://climatecasechart.com/case/union-of-concerned-scientists-v-national-

93. See supra Section III.B.2.

94. See, e.g., Larry Kramer, Understanding Federalism, 47 VAND. L. REV. 1485, 1485 (1994)
(explaining that scholars disagree on whether federalism generally “improves government or
impedes progress, enhances freedom or permits racism, fosters participatory democracy or
entrenches local elites, facilitates regulatory diversity or creates races to the bottom, protects
individual liberty or encourages tyranny, promotes responsible fiscal policy or generates
inexorable pressures to expand government”).

street-design context, and it is increasingly discordant in the vehicle-design context. In both instances, an unhealthy legal culture has led to dysfunction that undermines three key values that federalism promises: representation, innovation, and liberty. This Part takes a deeper look at how these values are threatened by the particular legal cultures surrounding both regulatory schemes.

A. REPRESENTATION

One of the potential advantages of federalism is that it enables participatory democracy. People can influence the policymaking process at multiple levels, the theory goes, and this access not only has intrinsic value, but may result in better outcomes.

For all of this to be true, however, participatory mechanisms must be sound, in the Pitkin tradition. At a minimum, there must be a mechanism by which a diverse group of constituents can provide actionable comment to decision-makers in the rule-making process. Unfortunately, there is no such mechanism for the adoption of either street or vehicle design standards. On paper, the public is invited to participate: Federal, State, and local governments generally hold hearings or accept written testimony during the process of adopting laws and regulations. Administrative law requires decision-makers to at least consider such comments. In reality, however, public comment in the street and vehicle design context feels like a sham—primarily because of the role of nongovernmental, professional membership associations.

The influence of such associations is particularly pronounced in the adoption of street standards. As noted above, three associations—AASHTO, the ICC, and the NCUTCD—dictate, in different ways, the layout and operation of most paved streets in the country. At the federal level, the AASHTO Green Book and the NCUTCD’s MUTCD are formally adopted by statute and by regulation for most federal roads. In addition, state and local laws enshrine both standards, as well as fire codes, which regulate width, one of the most important geometric factors of street design. These manuals and codes originate not in public processes but in years-long, closed discussions among members. When an update is complete, it is identified by year or version number, and it stands as a unified whole.

Governments will periodically adopt newer versions of these third-party street standards. But because of the structure of the adoption process by the organizations that create them, the content of any newer versions is a fait accompli. An ordinary person expressing concerns about, say, the impact of specific intersection design requirements in the Green Book on disabled

96. See supra Section II.B.1.
97. See supra Part III.
98. See supra Section III.A.
pedestrians, has no practical mechanism requiring AASHTO to revise the Green Book to improve the specific design requirement, nor is it likely that a governmental agency will accept a proposal as a stand-alone amendment.

In failing to incorporate public comment, the adoption process also fails to facilitate a range of views that can improve outcomes. The associations from which the street standards derive generally lack racial-ethnic, socioeconomic, and professional diversity. Their leadership and membership reflect the demographics of professions that are predominantly white and male. Moreover, members tend to share a worldview: They are mostly technical experts who prioritize, and are trained to achieve, the smooth operation of vehicular traffic. Presumably most lack training in urban planning or spatial psychology, or a grounding in transportation inequality.

In addition, two of the three street design guidelines are only accessible to the general public for a fee. Thus, people cannot understand the laws unless they can afford to pay. This may change, with current litigation about whether private-association codes that are adopted as law may be copyrighted. The Supreme Court recently said “copyright does not vest in works that are (1) created by judges and legislators (2) in the course of their judicial and legislative duties.” Applying this government edicts doctrine to street standards would help safeguard the public’s interest in being able to read the laws that bind them.

Thankfully, private association influence is not nearly as problematic in the vehicle standards. Most vehicle standards are developed by federal government professionals and their consultants through a fairly technical rule-making process. Still, most ordinary people cannot influence specific vehicle standards, because they will not have access to crash test data or

99. See Civil Engineers, DATA USA, https://datausa.io/profile/soc/civil-engineers [https://perma.cc/AC6Y-VSWA] (listing an 83.4 percent male and 71.3 percent white workforce for civil engineers); Industrial Engineers, Including Health & Safety, DATA USA, https://datausa.io/profile/soc/industrial-engineers-including-health-safety#demographics [https://perma.cc/4W5F-PE2X] (listing a 79.8 percent male and 70 percent white workforce for industrial engineers).

100. See generally TOM VANDERBILT, TRAFFIC: WHY WE DRIVE THE WAY WE DO (AND WHAT IT SAYS ABOUT US) (2009) (discussing how traffic is created by, among other things, experts’ misunderstanding of human behavior and preferences).


102. See generally Int’l Code Council, Inc. v. UpCodes, Inc., No. 17 Civ. 6261 (VM), 2020 WL 2750656 (S.D.N.Y. May 27, 2020) (discussing the ICC’s copyright infringement claim against a company that has posted the ICC’s codes on their website).

scientific studies needed to rebut government findings, and they will not have the technical knowledge needed to speak the language of regulators. Of course, this is a significant problem with the administrative state in general.

B. INNOVATION

A second potential advantage of federalism is that it enables innovation by different levels of government. Smaller units of governments, it is said, can experiment with different methods of regulation and craft unique and interesting solutions to regulatory problems.

Unfortunately, positive experimentation regulating street and vehicle design is not a practical reality. Mashaw and Harfst observe that “continuous and surprisingly sharp pressures on regulatory structures and regulatory behavior[s]” hinder adaptation.104 Even if most subnational governments will be too burdened by inertia, high start-up costs, and network externalities, among other things, to aspire to create their own design standards, those that do are wary of deviating too far from national standards. In vehicle design, federal actors have invoked preemption to hinder the ability of other governments to advance their own regulatory frameworks improving on federal standards. Similarly, the application of sovereign immunity doctrine constrains innovation in street design because it leads decision-makers to believe that innovation will be punished. This Section addresses the question of why, if states and local governments technically may and actively do wish to deviate from national standards, they do not.

1. Preemption

Preemption generally occurs when a higher governmental authority legislates in a particular subject area, and either expressly confirms its intent to preempt lower government authorities, or impliedly preempts by requiring conduct in conflict with what a lower authority requires, or by occupying the field in a pervasive way. Federal preemption often occurs where national rules help avoid interstate conflicts or harms or can promote values, such as national security and defense policy, essential to shared national interests. Courts vary on how Congress might demonstrate its intent to occupy the field. Express statutory language is certainly clearest, but other indications of intent include the regulatory system’s pervasiveness and complexity, and the dominance of the federal interests involved.

Even with this highly simplified context, clearly Congress should, as it does, occupy the regulatory field when it comes to interstate highways and federal roads. This infrastructure serves national interests and federal funds build it. Allowing states to establish their own guidelines for federal infrastructure would create chaos in procurement, construction, and maintenance. While clearly asserting their authority in highways and federal

104. MASHAW & HARFST, supra note 13, at 9.
roads, federal actors have not attempted to directly regulate the design of state and local roads. Such roads are more likely to serve subnational interests and be funded primarily with nonfederal funds.

When it comes to vehicle design standards, the balance of power has not been so clearly established. Strong arguments exist for Congressional occupation of most of that regulatory field. Vehicles can easily travel across state lines, and having 50 different rules for their design would present car manufacturers with an impossible burden, not to mention posing safety hazards to drivers. For these reasons, federal agencies establish standards constraining vehicle design and setting baseline thresholds for emissions systems.

Yet Congress has chosen not to regulate all aspects of vehicle design. As noted in Part III, Congress does not regulate most after-market additions to a vehicle’s body, and it has expressly indicated an intent to allow California to obtain a waiver to adopt and enforce emissions standards that are stricter than federal standards. The Trump Administration’s 2019 revocation of California’s longstanding waiver is currently being litigated. The revocation illustrates the perils for states of acting even when Congress has expressed an intent to allow them to do so.

The frequently shifting political and doctrinal mess of preemption law is well-known. Legal scholars increasingly support the establishment of an anti-preemption presumption: that is, a presumption that the states can act. Calling for greater scrutiny of agency actions, Tom Merrill suggests that courts should not defer to agencies’ interpretations about the preemptive effect of statutes or their own regulations. Roderick Hills, meanwhile, has argued for an anti-preemption rule for statutory construction, on the theory that states are better situated to enact laws affecting business interests, and business groups are better positioned than non-business groups to mobilize congressional preemption of state rules. In this view, states can help set the agendas for national government by lawmaking. And in a paper focusing

---

105. See supra Part III; supra note 85 and accompanying text.
primarily on environmental law, Erin Ryan goes one step further by arguing for a “judicial presumption against preemption” to safeguard state and local autonomy. If the court adopts any of these views in the California waiver litigation, it will be more likely to favor the states’ interests, even before reaching the merits of the underlying statutory construction claims, including what constitutes compelling and extraordinary conditions requiring a waiver.

Judicial decisions and agency interpretations matter because they can discourage states from innovating in the direction of beneficial outcomes. The California standards, for example, significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions in cars subject to them. But, more importantly, even though not all states have opted in to the California requirements, manufacturers have an incentive to voluntarily ensure that all their new vehicles meet a more stringent standard instead of producing two separate fleets. The fact that California has been allowed to regulate at all has forced significant, likely life-saving changes across the car manufacturing industry. This impact should be encouraged. Instead, current agency and judicial interpretations of preemption deter state innovation and undermine the promise of federalism.

2. Immunity

Meanwhile, a significant legal barrier to innovation in street design is the lack of clarity regarding local government immunity. The federal and state governments typically enjoy absolute immunity from suit, except where they have expressly legislated to subject themselves to suit. A handful of states have expressly established local immunity for street design. Outside of those states, the status of local government immunity remains unclear. Local governments’ immunity often depends on balancing a variety of factors, including whether a state law renders them immune in conducting certain activities; whether their activities are governmental (relating to their origins as a subdivision of the state) or proprietary functions, for which they will not be immune; and whether their activities are based in policy or merely responsive to a particular condition.

Local immunity matters because local governments (including counties, municipal, and other non-state, non-federal jurisdictions) are responsible for 77 percent of roads in this country. With very few exceptions, these roads are designed to satisfy the standards of the AASHTO Green Book, fire codes,

and the MUTCD. But these standards, unfortunately, prioritize cars at the expense of non-driver safety, and erode quality of place. Simultaneously, local leaders are increasingly recognizing that wide streets that encourage driving have serious collateral consequences, including increasing pedestrian and bicyclist fatalities and causing climate-change. Given these issues, local leaders are eager to implement safer “slow streets,” multi-modal configurations, and narrow lanes. But before they depart from the more common, national standards, they must understand whether and how these decisions are protected.

Local governments are responsible for the maintenance and construction of streets. However, in a majority of states, they may not be liable for negligence related to street design, if a design decision is made subject to a broad policy or if the design was selected or created by professionals reasonably exercising their responsibilities as government employees. Regarding broad policy, one scholar has convincingly argued that local governments prioritizing pedestrian safety over vehicle speed cannot be held liable for consequences of the corresponding street design, such as narrowed travel lanes.

Regarding government professionals, courts have typically granted immunity to local governments whose employees used AASHTO and the other traditional national standards, such as the MUTCD and the fire code, to design streets. In practice, these traditional standards provide a safe harbor; because following them allows a locality to establish a regulatory compliance defense in tort claims. For that reason, few jurisdictions have

---
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tested alternatives to AASHTO; just a few dozen municipalities, for example, have adopted the National Association of City Transportation Officials’ design guidelines, which incorporate the needs of non-drivers to a greater extent than the AASTHO standards. It is unclear whether local governments adopting alternatives to AASHTO standards will be granted immunity, because cases challenging alternative designs have not been through the courts.

But blind adherence to AASHTO standards will not necessarily absolve a municipality from liability. For instance, the New York Court of Appeals imposed liability on New York City for its failure to provide traffic calming measures. At issue in that case was the death of a Brooklyn boy killed by a driver operating a vehicle at 54 miles-per-hour in a 30-mile-per-hour zone. The outcome is unique in protecting non-drivers: No other state supreme court has ruled the same under analogous facts. Even New York continues to recognize that where there is “a deliberate and reasonable planning decision made to ensure the safety of pedestrians,” government will be immune.

C. Liberty

Finally, federalism can protect individual liberty—a concept that receives less scholarly attention than representation and innovation. The representation frame focuses on the adoption process, and the innovation frame focuses on the nature of the laws, while the liberty frame focuses exclusively on substantive outcomes. The primary evaluative questions here are whether federalist systems enhance freedom by protecting people from known or knowable harms, or by institutionalizing an appropriate amount of choice and agency.

Reviewing the liberty impact of the street and vehicle design standards requires a rights-based, outcomes-focused lens. It also requires weighing the rights of some people against the rights of others. Statistics show that the rights of drivers and car owners are maximally protected in the current scheme of vehicle design regulation. This protection, however, comes at the expense of all other roadway users. In the current system, drivers do not pay for, nor are they necessarily aware of, the costs they impose on others. In a Coasian world, the cheapest cost avoider is the driver, but design standards
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fail to impose costs on drivers that account for the negative externalities they create.123

For example, regulations that require manufacturers to add pedestrian safety features or reduce emissions could increase the cost of cars. Such features include advanced driver assistance systems, blind spot warnings, automatic emergency braking systems, and ignition technology. These costs would be borne by the car’s purchaser, the person most likely to be the driver. Similarly, changes in street design that are intended to protect non-drivers—say, bulb-outs and narrower lanes—may also slow traffic. Again, the burden of lost time, however modest, would fall on the driver. To explain why these design features are not generally required, we may look to the role of the consumer. The rational, car-buying consumer may want a car that protects them, and roads that enable efficient trips. These goals align with industry goals of making driving appealing, safe (for drivers), and fast. There is therefore a built-in conflict between car-driving consumers, who may want less regulation, and non-car-driving people, who may want more.

Assessing vehicle design through this lens highlights another failure. Regulations focused on externalities created by drivers—and imposed on non-drivers—would advance liberty, but they have not been championed by either federal or state governments. Not only has the federal government implemented laws that favor drivers, but states are nearly nonexistent in that regulatory sphere—to the point where some might argue that federalism, if it exists at all here, has a “roll-over-and-play-dead” quality. Without state activity, people cannot escape by “voting with their feet.”

It is important to understand why the right kinds of rules matter: they might mean life (the ultimate liberty) or death. In the United States, pedestrian fatalities “increased from about 4,400 in 2008 to . . . 6,300 in 2018.”124 There are many variables involved, but vehicle type plays a role: The number of pedestrian crashes increased among vehicles 11 years old or older, and among SUVs.125 Pedestrian fatalities may increase further, as in just a few years SUVs may account for four in every five car sales.126

By contrast, in the European Union (“EU”), pedestrian fatalities decreased over a similar period. In 2016, 5,320 pedestrians were killed in the EU, which represents a 36 percent decrease compared with the 8,342 killed
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126. Jack Walsworth, Car Sales on Pace to Hit 60-Year Low, AUTO. NEWS (July 2, 2018, 1:00 AM), https://www.autonews.com/article/20180702/RETAIL01/180709977/car-sales-on-pace-to-hit-60-year-low [https://perma.cc/N8LT-6LFL] (mentioning trucks, SUVs, and crossovers “could account for 75 to 80 percent of . . . sales by 2025”).
in 2007.127 This decrease could be due to a variety of factors, including stronger regulation of vehicles and a deliberate approach to inclusive street design. The European Commission has created a framework for regulating vehicles to protect non-drivers’ well-being. It has also studied active crash prevention systems, such as sensors.128 Pedestrian and cyclist concerns are mentioned far more frequently in European Commission guidance than in U.S. guidance.129 And while both the EU and the United States signed a treaty concerning global technical regulations, the United States has not worked to realize its obligations.130 In particular, Global Technical Regulation No. 9, which was created as part of the treaty, aims to improve pedestrian and bicyclist safety by requiring vehicle hoods and bumpers that “absorb energy more efficiently” during a collision.131 As noted above, American bumper standards focus on mitigating damage to the vehicle itself. Some automakers claim that the American bumper standards actually make it difficult to create softer bumpers, as compared with Europe where there is no analogous bumper standard.132 Global Technical Regulation No. 9 also includes a standard for pedestrian crash mitigation tests, though none have been implemented in the United States.133 The EU, meanwhile, has already begun incorporating pedestrian crash avoidance system tests.134

The brief comparison illustrates the deficiencies of the United States’ regulatory approach and demonstrates that a balance between the liberties of
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drivers and non-drivers is possible. Standards that promote better-designed streets and cars can protect marginalized and low-income populations that do not have access to cars. For federalism to be successful in terms of outcome, it must promote freedom for everyone, not just drivers.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Design standards of any kind have received scant attention from the legal academy. Street and vehicle design standards deserve more scrutiny, however, because they affect everyday life in ways that most other laws do not. As this Essay has shown, the current standards imperil our safety in avoidable ways. Before we can understand how to improve them, we must understand the role of federalism, and how to better harness its promise of balancing state and local interests with federal government power and of requiring accountability from government to the broad spectrum of road users. 135

In light of the problems this Essay has identified, the overriding principle in any response must be that non-drivers’ interests should be better represented throughout the process of creating, implementing, and adapting street and vehicle design standards. These interests can be advanced in a variety of ways.

New standards must address the problems of industry capture and non-driver participation. Public input does not necessarily yield perfect, or necessarily better, outcomes. 136 However, the extent to which the public has been blocked from meaningful participation in the design standards, particularly those governing streets, is troubling. The current system centralizes the power to draft standards in the hands of several unaccountable trade organizations, with significant barriers to participation by the general public. If government continues to rely on such organizations for rule-making expertise, it must either require them to include non-drivers’ perspectives at the drafting level or create a more robust public vetting process on association proposals. These proposals should not be presumed to be unchangeable or adopted unmodified, as is the case now.

While the current system stifles adequate representation, it also stifles innovation. Indeed, creativity is constrained by outdated legal principles that lock in national design standards with detrimental effects. Current agency and judicial interpretations of preemption deter innovation and undermine the...
promise of federalism. Policymakers and judges must rethink the preemption and sovereign immunity doctrines to avoid these negative consequences.

When it comes to street design, two approaches would be beneficial. First, more states could adopt immunity statutes protecting local governments acting in good faith to advance policies focused on the whole street, which would help improve local-government confidence in healthy experimentation. Local governments must be able to design better streets, but also to close them or otherwise activate them for people. Second, more courts could allow a regulatory compliance defense for adhering to a broader set of evidence-based standards, beyond merely the Green Book and similar standards. Reforming these doctrines will result in more creative solutions that de-emphasize automobile speed and convenience. When it comes to vehicle design, overhauling outdated federal agency culture and reversing the Trump administration waiver recall are imperative. There are hopeful signs in a new Transportation Secretary as this Essay goes to press.

Protecting liberty—including first and foremost freedom from bodily harm by government—includes viewing design standards through a rights-based lens that requires policymakers to enable, instead of thwart, beneficial outcomes. It seems unlikely that a national Ralph Nader-esque figure will emerge to fight for non-drivers who may not even participate in the industry being regulated. But the persistent “it will never happen to me” perception that drivers are immune from road violence must evolve. After all, each of us is a non-driver, even if we also drive.

We have chosen the wrong balance of power among federal, state, and local authorities, and we are paying the price. Our streets have become increasingly dangerous places, occupied by increasingly dangerous vehicles. The consequences of bad design can be measured in injury and even death. This Essay argues that this outcome results from a largely ignored failure in federalism. Reforming legal culture that has ossified street and vehicle design will help achieve three key value propositions offered by federalism: representation, innovation, and liberty. Preserving these three federalism values will both vindicate the dead and protect the living.